Program 14. Humboldt-Tag at KIT

October 2, 2018
Venue: “Ballroom” Adenauerring 7, 76131 Karlsruhe, Campus South

Welcome Addresses
12:30 pm Welcome address by Professor Dr. Thomas Hirth, Vice President for Innovation and International Affairs, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT)
12:45 pm Welcome address by Professor Dr. Dirk Wentzel, Humboldt-Regional Group Karlsruhe-Pforzheim e.V.

Presentation
01:00 pm Funding opportunities and support for internationally mobile researchers, by Dr. Gerrit Limberg, Head of Division 2.2 - Chemistry and Geosciences, Humboldt Foundation

Break
02:00 pm Consulting and networking break (snacks and drinks are offered). All presenters are available for further questions

Interactive Formats
02:30 pm Humboldt-Lightning-Talks
Humboldt fellows present their current research, presented by Dr. Erik Bründermann, KIT
03:15 pm Humboldt-Insights
Being Mobile – Humboldt fellows talk about their international experiences; presented by Professor Dr. Caroline Y. Robertson-von Trotha, Center for Cultural and General Studies (ZAK), KIT

Presentation
04:00 Services and support for international researchers at KIT – Presentations by service providers and networks
- International Affairs (INTL) by Dr. Petra Roth, Head of International Scholars and Welcome Office, KIT
- Innovations- und Relationsmanagement (IRM) by Agnes Honka, Head of Alumni, Innovations- and Relationsmanagement, KIT
- Research Office (FOR) by Aleksandra Olszywnka, Research Officer, KIT
- Young Investigator Network (YIN) by Dr. Manuel Hinterstein, Institute for Applied Materials (IAM), KIT

05:00 Aperitif